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FOR THE ARMY'S IACFIRE SYSTEM
I. Introduction
Over the last several years the Any has developed a
computerized tactical fire direction system, TACFIRS.
TACFIRE is a battlefield computer network which along with
other field artillery (FA) equipment provides a mar.uever
commander with a system capable of detecting targets,
allocating firepower, and providing fire support within
seconds. The computer and communication network provides a
means to receive targeting information, calculate necessary
firepower, compute ballistic firing data and send firing
orders to FA weapons. In a way it can be considered a very
large, real time, management information system which can
quickly and efficiently make allocation decisions according
to a set of preplanned criteria established by a manuever
commander. In order to maintain its real time capability
the system must be constantly updated and provided the
current assessment of friendly and enemy combat units. This
data must be input to the computer system. Therefore, the
effectiveness of TACFIRE is directly proportional to the
accuracy and currency of the information held by the IACFIRE
database.
Presently the majority of the information held by TACFIRS
is input through 90 highly formatted message templates. An
operator calls up a template display, and proceeds to fill
in the necessary information. The message is then sent to
the TACFIRE computer for analysis. If the format is filled
out properly the data is automatically entered an I the
database updated. If the message is iaproperly filled out
an error message is returned to the entry device.
During the summer of 1981 officers from the Army's High
Technology Testbed Project at Fort Lewis, Washington
observed a demonstration of voice data entry in which an
individual could run a computer system by voice commands
instead of the more typical keyboard entry. During the
spring of 1S82 the Naval Postgraduate School under an Army
research contract started to formally investigate the
possibilities of using presently available voice recognition
technology equipment in conjunction with TACFIPE.
The research concentrated on the numerous questions about
the capability of the presently available equipment. One of
the major questions was the vocabulary size limitations
encountered with available recognition units. This report
will discuss the TACFIRF vocabulary requirements and analyze
the capability of currently available equipment to fulfill
those requirements.
This research report will first present a brief
description of voice recognition technology and the type of
equipment which is readily available, accurate and reliable.
It will then discuss the various aspects of vocabulary
design which were considered when developing the vocabulary
and vocabulary organization. This will be done by
presenting a variety of vocabulary possibilities for one
specific order, the Update Fire Unit order. Thirdly, the
report will describe in detail the vocabularies for the
majority of the TACFT32 orders, and the itethod in which they
should be organized. Next a description is given along with
the results of a series of tests which were conducted en the
vocabulary. Finally, the paper will close with a summary
analysis of the developed vocabulary and its usefulness in
running TACFI35 by voice commands
II. Vcice Recognition Technology
There are numerous types and manufacturers of voice
recognition equipment available in today's market. Before
the vocabulary could be developed a requirements analysis
for the TACFIRE system was performed to determine what
equipment character isitics were most important for TACFIRE,
and which available recognizer fulfilled the majority of the
needs for this application. To better understand the
differences a few definitions will first be discussed
Template matching versus Hatter^! mi.=Z!k§
There are two major methods available to accomplish voice
recognition. The first is referred to as template matching.
In this method of recognition, the recognition microcomputer
holds on to a series of templates of voice patterns. When a
user presents an utterance to the recognizer the utterance
is compared to ail of the templates which are held in
computer memory. If there is a template which matches close
enough, an associated ASCII character string is sent to the
computer system which is connected to the recognizer.
The other method, which is not as wail developed at this
point in time, is called pattern analysis. The voice
pattern of a spoken phrase is analyzed and compared to known
wave form characteristics for the various phonetic sounds.
From this analysis the word or phrase is deciphered and
spelling rules applied to result in the phrase which was
spoken.
The template method of voice recognition always results
in a system which has a iimitei vocabulary. The recognizer
runs on a microcomputer and there is a limited number of
utterance templates which can be held in memory at a given
time. Naturally, memory could be expanded, bat. the larger
the number cf templates which must be checked the longer the
computation time will be to find the best template match.
There are systems available which have internal template
storage for 1000 templates, but these have typically been
extremely expensive. The majority of the template matching
recognizers available are in the 100 to 300 template range,
and have a means tc interact with developed software to
download new sets of templates as needed.
Pattern analysis systems do not have the vocabulary
limitation. They sinipiy analyze the wave form of the spoken
utterance and if th«sy are good will produce the word or
words which were spoken. These recognizers are still in the
experimental stage, tut even if available would not suit the
TACFIF.2 reguirements
.
Pattern analysis systems output to
the attached computer system exactly what was said. In the
TACFI3Z application this is not what is desired. Voice
input will be used in such a way that a spoken utterance
will initiate a series of computer commands. For example,
one possible utterance will be "transmit message". A
pattern analysis system if working properly will output
"transmit message", but a template matching system if
working properly will match "transmit message" with the
"transmit message" template in memory and output the single
ASCII character needed by TACFI RE to send the message.
Therefore, the first characteristic of the voice
recognizer for TACFIFF is that it be of the readily
available template matching type. This then leads straight
to the problem of vocabulary limitations and ultimately the
voabuiary design discussed in this research report.
Discrete utterance versus continuous soeech recoanizers
One characteristic of the template matching recognizers
is the need for the recognition, system to distinguish when a
complete utterance has been spoken. A discrete utterance
recognizer reguires that the speaker pause for a short
period of time between utterances. This is the indication
to the recognition unit that the utterance has been
completed and the internally held template can be searched
fcr. A ccntinous speech recognizer does not reguire a short
Dause between utterances. This type of recognizer does some
rudimentary pattern analysis and determines where the end of
an utterance is possible. It then searches through the
available templates. If it does not find a template it will
reanalyze the demarkation point it chose and look for
another point in the voice pattern where the utterance could
have ended.
Discrete utterance recognizers have been readily
available fcr the last five years and have proven to be
extremely accurate and reliable. On the other hand, the
continuous recognition capability has just been made
available within the last year and a half. It is extremely
useful when inputting a long series of digits as would be
necessary when entering target or unit coordinates in
TACFIRE. The problem with continuous recognizers is that
they are still a relatively new technology. They are
improving at a tremendous rate, but at the time of this
research study the following problems were noted with the
continuous recognizers.
First, the continuous recognizer usually had a limited
vocabulary around 10 words which was on the border line of
acceptability for some of the more complicated TACFIRE
messages. Secondly, these recognizers worked best when the
templates which were held were short 1, 2 or 3 syllable
utterances. If the templates were long phrases the
recognizer had numerous possible break points to check while
looking for the best combination of possible utterances.
This increased the processing time, and there was a definite
lag between the time an utterance was spoken and the output
associated with the series of utterances was sent to the
computer system.
For these reasons, only discrete utterance systems were
considered for the TACFIRE application. Because of this
decision there was no need to consider the effect of what
the authors call subset uttarances whan developing the
vocabulary. For example there are several vocaoularies
which have an utterance "one fifty five millimeter" and the
utterance "one". With a continuous recognizer it appears as
if it is very possible for the recognizer to pick a break
point after the "one" in "one fifty five millimeter" thereby
causeing the output of a numeral "1" when it was not wanted.
With the discrete utterance system this could not happen;
therefore, it did net have to be considered when developing
the vocabulary.
User dependent versus user independent sjstems
This characteris itc of the systam has no impact on
vocabulary design, but is included for completeness because
it does effect the time reguired to prepare the system for
use by an individual. A user dependent system r=guires that
each person who will use the voice recognition system must
train the recognizer. Train z he recognizer means "hat each
utterance must be spoken by ths individuals who plan to use
the system in order that the systsm can oreate and 5-0:9 the
necessary utterance templates. This training period can be
time consuming especially when the vocabulary is extrstneiy
large. Once done though it will never have to be done
again. Svery person who wouii use the system would have
their voice templates stored for quick recall. A user
independent system does not require that users train the
system to recognize their voioas. As with continous speech
recognizers, great advancements in user independent systems
are being made. There are user independent systems
available which recognize the ten digits and various other
phrases such as "yes" and "no", but these systems are not
advanced enough tc recognize the large and diverse
vocabulary necessary for TACFIRE. Therefore, the systems
considered for TACFIRE wers of the user dependent variety.
As a side note, numerous studies wers conducted under the
auspices of this research project to investigate group
independence capability of the user dependent systems.
These reports will also be available in the near future from
the Naval Postgraduate School.
Set Definition
The majority of available recognizers have a capability
to use what are called vocabulary sets to increase the speed
and accuracy with which utterance template matching can be
accomplished. A vocabulary set is an utteracne subset of
the total vocabulary stored in the recognizer's memory.
When initiated it tells the recognizer to only search
through this subset of utterance templates for the proper
match. Subsets are initiated either by system software
control or by the computer system (in this case TACFIRE)
sending an appropriate character string to the recognizer to
change vocabulary sets. It is not a trivial task to get any
highly specialized computer system such as TACFIRE to do
this.
For this reason it was initially determined that sets
would not be used within the TACFIRE vocabulary development.
Therefore, this capability is not built in to the vocabulary
design. It should be noted that it became apparent as the
research team was developing and using an actual recognition
system with TAC7IS3 that it was inappropriate to try and
retrofit a voice recognition unit to IAC7I3Z. If voice
input technology is determined beneficial, a recognizer
should be developed and internally integrated into the
TACJIRE system. If this is the case the associated
development plan should consider using the set capability.
This aspect of the vocabulary design will oe discussed with
an example later in this research report.
In summary, the vocabulary which was developed and
organized assumed that a user dependent, discrete utterance,
template matching system would be used in conjunction with
TACFIP.Z. The only characteristic of the recognition system,
which if changed, could possibly affect the vocabulary
design is the discrate utterance capability.
III. Design Considerations
Two individual discrete utterance, user dependant voice
recognition systems were considered for the demonstration
implementation of voice recognition technology to TACFIRE.
The first recognizer was the Threshold Technology Inc. model
1600. The second possible recognizer was a board level
recognizer which was incorporated into a Heath-Zenith, Z89
based microcomputer. The recognizer was manufactured by
Interstate Corporation, and was called the 7ET101.
The T600 had a 25 6 utterance capacity, buz. required that
vocabularies be szored on an axzernal data tape cartridge.
Threshold also has a model T50 which allows voice pattern
templates and the vocabulary to be stored on the host
computer. Since it was impossible to change in any way the
TACFIRE system the 1600 was the only Threshold model which
could be considered.
The Interstate VRT101 has a 100 word capacity, but
allowed the vocabulary and pattern templates to be stored on
either a hard disk or floppy disk which could be
automatically downloaded through software resident on the
microcomputer. The software would have to be especially
developed for the TACFIRE system, but would not have to be
resident on the TACFIRE computer.
It was realized from ths beginning that there were
numerous TACFIRE message templates, and therefore more
vocabulary words than either recognizer could hold in memory
at once. The 256 word capacity of the Threshold was more
than sufficient for any one message template, but the 100
word capacity of the Interstate was insufficient for seme of
the longer more complicated massages. Furthermore, the T600
10
appeared to have a better recognition capability curing some
pilot runs on test vocabularies. On the other hand, the
V3T101 did have a much nicer capability to automatically
down load vocabularies instead of manually loading a tape as
needed with the T600 available for the ieraonstration . The
VRT101 also had the capability to output up to 80 ASCII
characters when a voice template was matched. The Threshold
only had a 16 character output capability.
Since each system had advantages and disadvantages, a
decision had to be made with respect to the quality which
was of most importance to the demonstration. It was felt
that recognition accuracy was most important and the T600
was chosen. Therefore, the vocabulary was initially
designed with the T600 constraints of a 256 word capacity
and a 16 character maximum output string.
The vocabulary was redesigned numerous times in an
attempt to take advantage of as many of the characteristics
of voice input technology as possible. The following
vocabulary was designed for one of the more important
TACFIRE messages, the Update Fire (J nit message. First, the
entire message vocahuiary will be specified. Immediately
following the vocabulary list are the major advantages and
considerations taker in the design of the vocabulary.
Thirdly, the implementation problems encountered will be
discussed. Because of the implementation problems, some of
the original assumptions of the recognizer characteristics
had to be changed.
The following vocabulary list will give the word number,
the phrase which should be spoken and the output that will
result if a correct match is made with the pattern template
held by the recognition unit. The following convention will
be used when describing the output stream.
11
1. The lower case latter "d" will stand for down
cursor. This results in the cursor moving down
one line on the TACFIRE screen but does net change
the column position.
2. The lower case latter "c" will stand for cursor
reset. This results in the cursor being
repositioned to the top left hand corner cf the
TACFIRE message template.
3. The lower case latter "t" will stand for tab.
This results in the cursor automatically moving to
the column immediately following the next
encountered ":" in the message template.
4. The lower casa "n" will stand for a null
character. A null character has no affect on
TACFIRE and it will do nothing on the TACFIRE
screen.
5. The lower case latter "r" will represent right
cursor. This will move the cursor one space to
the right en the TACFIRE screen.
6. The lower case letter "1" will represent left
cursor.
7. All upper case letters in the output string
will appear on the TACFIRE scraen just as if they
were entered through the keyboard. TACFIRE in
fact only accepts upper case A3CII characters.
8. An underline character ("_") represents a blank
space and is equivalent to depressing the space
bar on the TACFIRE keyboard. This rasult in
erasing what is presently iocacad at that position
en the message template.
Update Fire Unit
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The remaining words should be filled with specific names of
fire units, forces fchich could be supported and units being
reinforced. From discussions with some Army officers this
could be as many as 90 different unit names. Each unit name
would output the entire 12 alpha numeric designator with all
appropriate spacing, and "/" marks which TACFIRE expects.
The remaining words should also include the Plan names and
Zone of Responsibility names.
Before explaining the implementation problems encountered
with the above vocabulary, it is appropriate to explain some
of the reasoning behind developing the output as indicated
in the above list. Appendix A has a copy of the Update Fire
14
Unit message template and can be
following discussion.
-^ p ^-~ ed to the
First, all words started out with a cursor reset and
ended with a cursor reset, if appropriate. This was done to
minimize any possible errors due to tnisreccgni tions.
Keywords and necessary punctuation in IACFIRE message
templates can easily be written over. In fact this is one
of the major difficulties encountered by IACFIRE operators.
If the template format is altered in any way the operator
must either recreate the correct format from memory or by
referring to an appropriate reference manual. The cursor
reset therefore insures that if a misrecognit ion does occur
the misreccgnized word will likely be out in its correct
template location thus not inadvertantly erasing another
portion of the template. The erase commands provided could
then be used to correct the error.
The first ten words are the digits and do not have the
cursor reset. They will be used to input coordinates, OUT
UNTIL times, minimum range values and the date time group
values. A cursor reset word is also given so the operator
can reset the cursor after these numeric fields have been
entered, but is not always necessary because of the cursor
resets dene at the beginning of the majority of the other
vocabulary words.
There are several words such as "Plan name" which do not
end with a cursor reset. These phrases result in the cursor
being positioned within the message template and serve as a
prompt to the operator that further input is needed. A good
example of this is the input of weapon and model types. For
example, there are numerous possible model types for the 105
tfM gun. When the operator says "10 5 millimeter", the
cursor is reset, then positioned after the WPN heading on
15
the template, and next tie field filled in with "105MM".
The cursor is then noved to the position needed to fill in
the model type. This will than serve as the prompt to the
operator that a model type is needed. As an alternate
example, the Honest John weapon does net need a special
model type. Therefore, when the operator says "Honest
John", the cursor is reset, positioned to the appropriate
field and "HJ" output. The output string also contains the
ASCII characters needed to move the cursor to the model
field, fill in the model type "HJ", and then reset the
cursor ready for the next input.
Because of the 16 character output limitation words 35
through 39 had to have the final cursor reset character
dropped. The cursor reset was chosen to occur at the
beginning of the output string to make sure that if any of
those words were chosen as a result of a misrecognition they
would not erase an inappropriate portion of the template.
The cursor remaining at the end of the model field should
serve as a prompt to the operator to reset the cursor
through the voice command. Word 95.
The coordinate field of the update fire unit message
expects as an input the east coordinate, north coordinate
and altitude. Word 62 and 63 are unique in that they were
formulated so the operator did not need to input the
northern coordinates or altitude at the same time the east
coordinate is input. All three values can be input in any
order desired. If the operaor so chooses the altitude can
be placed in first by saying "Altitude". This will position
the cursor after the second "/" mark in the coordinate field
ready for the numeric entry cf altitude. The same is true
for both the easting and northing coordinates.
The ammunition field allows for a series of one or two
15
legal entries. To allow for any serial combination of the
legal entries the following scheme *as devised. The
operator will say "ammunition", this will place -he cursor
one column tc the left of where the first ammunition type is
to be input. Then the ammunition types can be entered. For
exanple, the phrase "High Explosive" will result in the
cursor moving one space to tha right and outputting the "HE"
required by TACFIFE. The cursor is than positioned on the
"/" mark in the ammunition field. Again this is a prompt to
the operator that an additional ammunition type can be input
if desired. If another ammunition type is desired it can be
entered. This phras<= will also move the cursor one position
right, in order that the "/" mark is not erased and enter
the next ammunition type. This scheme therefore aiicws the
ammunition types to be placed in any desired order in the
ammunition field. It is again suggested that the operator
crive the "cursor reset" command when finished entering data
in this field.
Another advantage associated with the voice entry
methodology given in the above vocabulary is exemplified in
words 74 through 76. These words are used to fill the sight
type field. This field is numerically coded. For example,
a numeral 1 means 32 00 sight; therefore, when the operator
says "3 2 Hundred Sight", the cursor is positioned in the
appropriate place, the numeral 1 is output, and the cursor
is reset awaiting the next input. This method eliminates
any need for the operators to memorize any numerical coding
schemes inherent to TACFIRE.
A similar advantage is seen in the "Delete Request" and
"Unit Ready" words, number 87 and 90 respective!/. These
two fields are boolean on/off switches. 3y placing an "X"
in the field the appropriate switch is set to represent the
desire to delete a request or set a unit to ready. The
17
output frcm these two utterances will be to position the
cursor appropriately, place the X in the field, ana as
always, when possible, reset the cursor awaiting the next
input.
Finally, there are a series of words used to erase entire
fields in case an error was made or the operator changed his
mind. The erase unit command is intended to be used for the
three unit identifying fields associated with the Update
Fire Unit message. The erase weapon command could not erase
both the weapon and model fisld at once because of the 16
character output limitation so two separate commands were
formed.
I mpl em ent at ion Problems
When the above vocabulary was implemented using the
Threshold T600 one major problem was encountered. TACFIRE
expects a 250 millisecond delay after the down cursor
command and reset cursor command. The Threshold unit does
not allow for such a delay. Because of this situation the 2
or 3 characters immediately following either the down cursor
or rest cursor commands were never received by TACFIRE
because TACFIRE was not prepared to receive them. The only
way available to insure that characters were not lost was to
place 3 null characters after each down cursor and cursor
reset command. For example Word 10, "Plan Name", would
reguire an output string "cnnn dnnnt" . This is irritating
but for this specific word there is no degradation in the
vocabulary capability. Unfortunately, that is not true for
the majority of the rest of the words. The 16 character
output limitation had already caused some inconvenience and
with the additional need to add 3 null character after each
down cursor the problem would expand greatly. Of the 108
word list given above 63 words would have to change because
1B
they would re longer fit within the 16 character limitation.
The changes necessary would require that additional words be
created and this was deemed inefficient and contradictory to
the reasons for considering the implementation of voice
control to TACFIR3.
Threshold Inc. was contacted and the researchers were
told that there was nothing prohibiting the expansion of the
output character stream. It was a .manufacturing change
which could easily be accomodated if the need ever arose.
For this reason the 16 character limit associated with the
output string was ignored throughout the remaining
vocabulary development. The impact of this decision will be
discussed during the final analysis of the vocabulary.
19
IV. TACFIRE Vocabulary
The following vocabulary was developed for use with the
TACFIRE system. The Department of the Army Operator's
Manuals for the Division Fire Direction Center, dated March
1980, (TM 11-7440-24 1-10-5 through IH 11-7440-241-10-9) were
used as references in the vocabulary development.
The vocabulary which should be loaded as soon as TACFIRE
is brought on line is the vocabulary needed to access the
major TACFIRE functions. Each word in this vocabulary will
bring up the message directory for the specific function and
at the same time bring in a a ew vocabulary list necessary
for the operation of the function directory.
Function vocabulary
The output string necessary to bring up the specific
function directories was not documented. The output string
needed for this small vocabulary list will need to be
determined if ever implemented into TACFIRE.
Word number Phrase Spoken
Support Directory
1 Ammunition and Fire Unit Directory
2 Meteorological Directory
3 Tactical Fire Control Directory
4 Non-nuclear Firs Plannina Directory
5 Artillery Target Intelligence Directory
6 Survey Directory
Each of these phrases would then output the necessary
command to call the appropriate directory and place if on
the TACFIRE screen. Each of these specific function
directories has a list of the i vailable massage templates to
support the function. The following vocabulary lists are
the words necessary to display ths individual message
templates from each of the TACFIRE function directories. It
20
is assumed that each vocabulary would be automatically
downloaded when the directory is placed on The TACFIRE
display.
Support Directory.
Word r.u mber Phras e Spoken Output string
Map mod d
1 D P S orientation dt
2 Mter geometry file dtt
3 Zcne or resnonsib ility dttt
4 Air corridor dtttt
5 Weapon descriptor table dttttt
6 Display position dtttttt
7 User commands dttttttt
3 Build s plan dtttttttt
9 Damage avoidance area dd
10 Not that one c
Ammu nition and Fij^e Unix Directory
l2L£ nu mber Phrase SDoken °_ui£ui §L£i£2
Fire unit update d
1 Launch site update dt
2 Ammunition upaate dtt
3 Ammunition level dttt
4 Available supoly rats dtttt
5 Nonnuclear mission report dttttt
6 Nuclear mission report dtttttt
7 Build 2 plan dttttttt
3 User commands dtttttttt
9 Situation report dd
10 Not that one c
There is an important point: to notice about the first two
directory vocabularies. Each vocabulary has the phrases
"Build a plan" and "User commands", but the output is
different for both of them. To call up a specific message
from a directory the cursor is placed unler the first letter
of the message type. In the Support Directory the "Build a
plan" message type is listed in the eighth position. That
is why the output string tabs over eight times. On the
other hand, "Build a plan" is seventh on the Ammunition and
Fire Unit list, thus the output string has seven tabs
21
output. This is why each directory needed a separate
vocabulary because the same phrases could nor be used by two
different directories. Ironically, "User commands" requires
7 tabs in the Support function directory and eight -cabs in
the Ammunition and Fire Unit Directory. If voice is ever
implemented into TACFIRE a redesign of the directory and
message templates could allow for a simpler vocabulary
design.
j?gt§,2£SlS2JSgr= Directory
Ti2^J JlHiEbiir P hr as e Sicken Output stri.na
Send met data d
1 Fallout prediction dt
2 :iet forecast dtt
3 User commands dttt
4 Not that one c
Tact ical Fire Ccn*ro_l Directory
S2£J Lumber Phrase 3£ok=.R 9_iii.PJii §i£l£3
Request for additional fire d
1 Capability analysis dt
2 User commands dtt
3 Modif y commander' s criteria dttt
u Fire unit selection criteria dtttt
5 Fire unit exclusions dttttt
6 Attack method dtttttt
Subsequent commands dttttttt
Message to cbservor dtttttttt
9 Forward observer command dd
10 Not that one c
Ncn- Nuclear Fire Planning pi rectory
Word number Phrase Spoken Output string
Compute a fire plan d
1 Scheduling instructions dt
2 Reserve fire unit dtt
3 Fire planning taraet uodats dttt
4 Fire plan alteration dtttt
5 User cemmands dttttt
Modification criteria dtttttt
Fire unit selection criteria dttttttt
Fire unit exclusions dtttttttt
9 Attack aethed dd
10 Not that one c
22
Artillery Target Intelligence Di rectory























































































































































































































The documentation did not include tha Survey directory;
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30 Erase arid zone cdttt c
31 Erase latitude north cddt 7ZZS / • c
32 Erase Latitude south cddt rrrrrrrrrrrf/_/ / /
33 Erase lonaituda a ast cddtt / / / . c
34 Erase longitude west cddtt rrrrrrrrrr f rr/ / /
35 Erase major axis cdddt . c
36 Erase miner axis cdditt_ ' 7~ c
37 Right r ~
38 Lert 1
39 Erase it
Support Function - DPM Orie n t at i.on











10 Delete request cdtXc
11 Spheroid cdtt
12 Do not delete cddt c
13 8 ia ht r
14 Left 1
15 Reset cursor c
15 Coordinate one ddt
17 Coordinate 2 ddtt
The specific eastern, northern and grid zone sub-fields
of the C00RD1 and C0CRD2 fields were not made accessable by
voice commands in this vocabulary. This was possible, but
the worling of the phrases for coordinate one east first
iteration, and coordinate one east second iteration etc.
became very cumbersome, and it was felt that vcica control
was not helping the input process at all in this
circumstance. Therefore, the operator should just state
which field is to be filled such as "coordinate one", and
then either by keyboard or voice, enter all six sub-fields
of COORD1 at once.
Su pp ort Function - Alter Geo metry
25



















18 Line of departura
19 FSBA
20 Coordinate fire line
21 Restrictive fire line
22 Free fire area
23 No fir/€ area
24 Restrictive fire area
25 Dead space area
26 Damage avoidance area
27 Fire support coordination





33 All weapon types
34 Target type

















52 Limit factor type
53 Damage fixed bridge
54 Friendly Aircraft







62 Point coordinate one
63 Point coordinate two



































































65 Grid zcne cddddtt
66 Spheroid cdddddtt
67 Additional points cddddddttXc
68 Erase plan name cdt c
69 Erase specified geometry cd-t~ c
70 Erase fire unit cdtt*t 7~7 /_ / c
71 Do not delete cdttttf c
72 Erase line of departure cddt c
73 Erase PEEA cddt~c
74 Erase coordinate fire line cddtt c
75 Erase restrictive fire line cddtt* c
76 Erase free fire area cddtttf c
77 Erase no fire area cddtttfc
73 Erase restrictive fire area cddtttt~c
79 Erase dead space area cddtttt? c
80 Erase damage avoidance area cdittttt 3: c
31 Erase fire support cddttttttt c
32 Erase chemical hazard area cddtttttttt c
83 Erase ammunition restriction r
84 Erase target tyoe cd*dtttttttttt_
85 Erase limit factor r
86 r.rase troop safety ccTddtttt c
87 Erase additional ooints cddddddtt c
38 Erase
38 Cursor reset c
The remaining words would be used for plan names, names
of specified geometries, fire unit names, and coordinating
agencies. The subfields of the circular area field could
have been individually accessible by voice commands, but
they were net. This was done because it was very cumbersome
to access the point coordinate subfields individually. The
vocabulary developers felt that confusion would result if
some subfields were accessible in a given message while
others were not.
Another interesting aspect of the above vocabulary is
that two and sometimes three phrases access the same
template field. For example tfords 18 and 19 both access the
field "F3LT". This was done because that field rakes on a
different meaning whether geometry about a defensive or
offensive position is being given. It was felt that the
field was easier to remember given what it wculi stand for
in any given situation, and not the generalized




Support Function z 2 one of R gs^onsibilit y













10 Plan Name cdt
11 Zone name cdtt
12 Adjacent zone one cdttt
13 Adjacent zone two cdtttrrrrrrr
14 Date time grouo cdtttt
15 Day r*
16 Mir. ut e t*
17 Hour T*
13 Point coordinate one cddt
19 Point coordinate two cdddt
20 Point coordinate three cddddt





24 Grid zcne cddtt
25 Sphero id cdddtt
26 Additional points cddddddtttXc
27 Erase additional points cddddddttt c
28 Overlac distance cddddddtt "
29 3cundrv number one cddddddt
30 3oundry name r
31 Bcundrv number two cddddddtrrrr
32 Erase boundry nam Q ^
33 Cursor reset c
34 Erase
The remaining words should consist of plan names, zone
names and boundry names. Each name should end in a cursor
reset for maximum efficiency and reliablity.
SuoDort Function - Air Corridor














































Date t line group
Delet ^ reguest






















































Support Function - Weapon Descriptor Table M aintenance











10 Traver se limits
11 Maximu n rate of f ir
12 1 5 millimeter
13 Mike 1 1
14 Mike 1 1 Alpha 1
15 Mike 1 2
16 Mike 1 8
17 1 5 5 millimeter
18 Mike 1 9
19 Mike 1 9 Alpha 1
20 Mike 1 1 4 Alpha 1
21 Mike 1 1 4 Alb ha
22 1 7 5 millimeter
23 Mike 1 7





27 Mike 1 1 Alpha 1
23 Mike 1 1 Alpha 2
29 Honest John
30 Lance
31 Xray M ike 7 4






















































































































































































cdtt lilil 1111 11ROCKS'
cdttlllllllllllCANNOl
cdtt 11111 111111MI SSL]
cdttlllll 111111AIRc

























It was not known whether a specific weapon and model
always had the same weapon cia ssif icatioa. If this is the
situation then the weapon description can be changed to
immediately output the proper classification for each cf the
weapon types and/or model voice command. For example, if an
30
A7c is always classified an "IIS" "type weapon, the output
string associated wi^h the voice command "Alpha 7 Charlie"
should be "cdtA7Cr rrr A7CrrrrA IRc" . This would increase
efficiency and reduce the vocabulary. If a weapon or model
type can in fact have more than one classification under
different circumstances then the vocabulary as stated above
is needed
Su£2ort Function - Disolay. ? rien dlv
-
,/Enem y_ ?c5ition











10 View indicator cdtXc
11 Erase view indicator cdt c
12 Show indicator cdt^Xc
13 Erase show indicator cdtt c
14 Enemy indicator cdtt^Xc
15 Erase enemy indicator cdttt c
16 Coordinate east cdtttt
17 Coordinate north cdttttrrrrrrr
18 Grid zone cdttttt
19 Sheroid cdtttttt
23 Unit symbol cddtUNITc
21 Outpost symbol cddtOPc
22 Headquarters symbol cddtHQc
23 Logistic symbol cddtLOGc
24 Erase symbol cddt _ c
25 Branch cdttl"
25 Air Cavalry rACAVrr
27 Air defense rADEFrr
28 Armor rAHMORr
29 Artillery rARTTrr
30 Army security agsncy rASArrr
31 Aviation rAVrrrr
32 Coast artillery rCARTYr
33 Cavalry rCAVrrr
34 C 3 R rCBRrrr
35 Engineer rSNGrrr
35 Nike Hercules rHERCrr
37 Infantry rINFrrr
33 Sedical rMEDrrr
39 Military intelligence rMIrrrr
40 Military Dolice rMPrrrr
41 Ordance " rORDrrr
42 Finance rPAYrrr
43 Quartermaster QRTrrr















































































































































































edddtt— 7" ' 7"
The remaining words should be made up of unit names and
parent unit names.














































14 Erase fire area cddtttt c
15 No firs area cddttttXc
16 Restrictive fira area cddttttXc
17 Restrictive firs line cddtttttXc
18 Erase restrictive fire line cddttttt c
19 Coordinated fire line cddttttttXc
20 Erase coordinated fire lins cddtttttt c
21 Dead space area cddtttttttXc
22 Erase dead space area cddttttttt c
23 Fire support coordination cddttttttttXc
24 Erase fire supoort
25 Chemical hazard area cddttttttttCXc
26 Erase chemical hazard area cddttttttttt c
27 Damaae avoidance area cddttttttttt^Xc
28 Erase damage avoidance area
This message ailcvs The user to create new plan names.
When this is done, a new *oird for that plan name mast be
placed in the vocabulary list along with the phrase template
created through training. This will add the plan name only
to the vocabulary list for this message. In other words,
once trained the new plan name would only be known by this
specific message vocabulary. Therefore, if ever implemented
the voice system designed for IACFIRE should have the
capability tc place the new plan name, the associated voice
pattern template, and the output string on all the
vocabularies which will need the plan name.
Support Function - ^ser Commands



































how n uc d























21 Erase print request
22 7iew request









29 Do not transmit
30 Addressee
31 erase addressee
32 Zone of responsibility
33 Erase zone of responsibility
3U Line of departure
35 Erase line of departure
36 FSBA
37 Erase FS3A
33 Air space coordination
39 Erase ~_ air space coordination
40 Free f ir e area
41 No fir ? area
42 Restrictive fire area
43 Erase fire area
44 restrictive fire line
45 Erase restrictivs fire lins
46 Coordinated fire line
47 Erase coordinate! fire line
48 Dead space area
49 Erase dead space area
50 Fire support coordination
51 Erase fire support
52 Chemical hazard area
53 Erase chemical hazard area
54 Damaae avoidance area
55 Erase damaae avoidance area
55 Map mod indicator
57 erase nap mod indicator
58 Check request
59 Erase check request
60 Weapon descriptor table
61 Erase weaccn descriptor
62 10 5 ndllimeter
63 Mike 1 1
64 Mike 1 1 Alpha 1
65 Mike 1 2
66 Mike 1 8
67 15 5 millimeter
68 Mike 1 9
69 Mike 1 9 Alpha 1
70 Mike 1 1 4 Alpha 1
71 Mike 1 1 4 Alpha 2
72 17 5 millimeter
73 Mike 1 7
74 Mike 1 7 Echo 1
75 Sight Inch
Mike 1 176
77 Mike 1 1 Alpha 1
79 Mike 1 1 Alpha 2
79 Honest John
30 Lance
81 Xray Mike 7 4
82 Xray Mike 7 5 2
83 Hercul es











































































































































































cddddtt / / c
cddddtt?S"ESHTrTF7977rr "~





















































































This concludes the description of the vocabulary
necessary for the Support function. The Ammunition and Fire
Unit functio will te described next. The
template is the Update fire unit message type which was
described earlier as the sample message template. The
vocabulary is exactly the same except for the few changes
which are now possible because of the unlimited character
output assumption.
Ammunition and Fire Unit Function - Uodate Fire Unit













12 1 5 millimeter
13 [like 1 1
14 Mike 1 1 Alpha
15 Hike 1 2
16 Mike 1 3
17 15 5 millimeter
18 Mike 1 9
19 Mike 1 9 Alpha
20 Mike 1 1 4 Aloha
21 Mike 1 1 4 Alpha
22 17 5 millimeter
23 Mike 1 7
24 Mike 1 7 Echo
25 Sight Inch
26 Mike 1 1
27 Mike 1 1 Alpha
28 Mike 1 1 Alpha
29 Honest John
30 Lance
31 Xray Mike 4
32 Xray Mike 7 5 2
33 Hercui es
34 M 9 1
35 3 inch 5
36 5 inch 33
37 5 inch 54
38 6 inch 47
39 3 inch 55
40 Foxtrot 4 Delta













M 1 1 c























































































































































32 hundred mil sight














































































































10 3 Pershico cdtttPEESHtXM790c
Ammunition and Firs Unit Function - Ammunition Update











10 Plan Name cdt
11 Fire Unit cdtt
12 Erase plan name cdt cm13 Erase lire unit cdt^ 7Z7"'/ / _c
14 Ammunition received cdtt^Xc
15 Erase ammunition received cdttt c
16 Ammunition expended cdttttXc
17 Erase ammunition expended cdtttt c
18 Ammunition on hand cdtttttXc
19 Erase ammunition on hand cdttttt c
20 Projectile cddtl ~
21 Fuze cdddtl
22 Mark cddddtl





28 Cursor reset c
There is an entire table of valid shell types and fuze
types which are legal entries in the "PROJ" and "FZES" field
of the Ammunition Update message type. These can definitely
be placed as words in the vocabulary list, but only the
three letter mnemonics were given in the documentation.
Therefore, it was not possible to develop a reasonable
suggestion for the utterance without knowledge of what the
mnemonic code stood for. If there are everyday standard
references to the different shell and fuze types they should
be added to the vocabulary list. For example, one fuze type
is "HEA". It is possible to have the user say "H S A", but
the recognition accuracy will be low since there is an "HE3"
and an "HEC" etc. It is suggested that the utterance be
38
associated with the everyday reference to the mnemonic. The
output string for the shells should be "rHEAr" to place the
cursor in the proper position for the er.try of the quantity
subfield. The fuze cutput should be the same. For example,
"PDA" should have an output of "rPDAr", and an appropriate
spoken phrase to relate to the output string.
Am muni tier, and 7 ire Unit Function - Ammunition Level













12 Erase clan name






















The same comments apply to the shell and fuze names as
was stated for the Ammunition Update message type.
Ammunition and Fire Unit Fan ct ion - Available Supply Rate













12 1 5 millimeter











































































































































Ammunition and Fire Unit Function - Mtnnuclear mission































































































































































Counter mo tar radar
Counter battery radar
Photo inter pra tat ion
Prisoner of war
Ground surveillance radar




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Again the shell and fuze types have been left out of the
vocabulary. The difference now is that this message type is
slowly running cut of the 256 word capacity associated with
the Threshold 600. There are only 62 words left and it
appears as if there are more than 5 shell and fuze
descriptions. The phonetic alphabet was included to allow
for the voice entry cf the 2 alpha and 4 numeric target code
number. This might be easier to put in by hand and thus
save the 26 words needed for the alphabet. Without further
information on shell and fuze possibilities a decision on
this alternative could not be made.
%3
Ammu nitron and Firj Unit Function - Nuclear fire mission








































































































42 FO without laser
43 Observer not artiileery





49 Counter mctar raiar
50 Counter battery radar
Photo interpretation51
52 Prisoner of war
53 Ground surveillance radar































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Erase target sub type




















Can no t observe
Disposition unknown
Disposition none






































































Ammunition and Fire Unit Function z Laun ch Site Uodate























































































































11 Fire U nit
12 10 5 millimeter
13 15 5 millimeter





19 a 9 1
20 3 inch 50
21 5 inch 38
22 5 inch 54
23 6 inch 47
24 3 inch 55
25 Foxtrot 4 Delta













cd x t~tt10 5a;ic














25 Foxtrot 4 Echo
27 Foxtrot 100
23 Foxtrot 1 11
29 Foxtrot 1 5
30 Aloha 7 Charlie
31 Alpha 7 Echo
32 AlDha 4 Echo
33 Alpha 4 Foxtrot
34 Alpha 4 Mike
35 Alpha 6 Alpha
36 Alpha 6 Echo
37 Alpha 10
38 Foxtrot 4 Charlie
39 Alpha 7 Delta
40 Foxtrot 4 Bravo






46 Erase ammunition type
47 New plan name
48 Erase plan name
49 Erase "fire unit
Am mu nition and Fi.re Unit Function
WO rd number 2k£as£ Spoken
Check request




5 Erase print request
6 View request
7 Erase view request
8 Show reauest
9 Erase show request
10 Plan Name
11 Fire a nit
12 1 5 millimeter
13 15 5 millimeter





19 M 9 1
20 3 inch 50
21 5 inch 38
22 5 inch 54
23 6 inch 47
24 8 i nc h 55
25 Foxtrot 4 Delta
26 Foxtrot 4 Echo
27 Foxtrot 100
28 Foxtrot 1 11
29 Foxtrot 1 5
30 Alpha r Charlie
31 Alpha 7 Echo
32 Alpha 4 Echo
33 Alpha 4 Foxtrot































































35 Alpha 6 Ale ha cdtttA6Ac
36 Alpha 6 Echo cdttt A6 Ec
37 Alpha 10 eitttAIOc
33 Fox-.ro": 4 Charlis cdtttF4Cc
39 Alpha 7 Delta cdtttA7Dc
40 FoxT.ro- 4 Bravo cdtttF4Ec
41 Foxtrot 4 Juliet cdtttF4Jc






U6 Erase ammunition tVP9 cdtttt c
47 Ail ammunition types cdttttATc
48 Erase plan name cat c
49 Erase unit / 7~7~~7
50 Transmit recruest cdattttt"tXc
51 Erase transmit rs guest eddtttttt c
52 Destination addre ssee eddttttttt
53 Situation reDcrt cdddtXc
54 Erase situation r eDort edddt c
55 Ammunition invent ofy summary cdddtfXc
56 Erase ammunition summary edddtt c
57 Fan of coverage edddt ttXc
53 Erase fan of c ova race edddttt c














































































































36 Rockets or Missiles cdddtRKTMSLr
37 Soeciai missions cdddtSPECr
39 Supply dump cdddtSUPPLYr
39 Terrain features cdddtTERr
UO Vehicle cdddtVEHr
U1 Weapons cdddtWPNr
42 Air defense artillery cdddtADAr
43 Armor cdddtARMORr
44 Erase material destroyed cdddt /c
The unit which sends this message should have one more
word which is the identifier for their unit. This will be
placed in the field labeled "A". The oitput should look as
follows "cdt??/???c" where the "?" are replaced by the unit
identifier.
This concludes the presentation of the message types for
the Ammunition and Fire CJnit function. The next section
will cover the Ne teorolo erica 1 Function.
.?§te or o logical Function - HET Computer
22£j Hli31£S£ P hras e SDoken Outgiit string
Zero
1 One 1
2 T wo 2












15 Valid time period cdttt
16 Height of station cdtttt
17 Atmospheric pressure cdttttt
The octant field uses numeric codas for the various
octants in which the global coordinates have been divided
for TAZFIRE. Numerous phrases were tested to establish an
50
easy to remember and easy to say phrase to represent the
octants. None of the possibilities was acceptable.
Therefore, this field will be filled by saying the numeric
code zerc through eight. Hopefully, the individuals
entering the meteor clogicai data are famiiar enough with
their specialty that this will make little difference in the
efficiency cf voice input for this message type.
This message also requires a heavy numeric data input.
Each cf the fields which were not listed in the vocabulary
have numerous sub fields for all 20 altitude levels in which
meteorological data is collected. To efficiently input this
type of information through voice data antry, a continuous
speech recognizer would most definitely be needed. This
applies to the next ireteorologi cai message type too.
i^iicr oioaj!.cal ?u rcticn - ME£ Fallout
















i5iLl=£I.2i2£ical 7 u ret ion - ?o recast
r



































































































































































Meteorological Fu ret ion - Qser Coffiffiands


















































































































This complexes the Meteorological Function vocabularies.
The next section will cover the vocabularies needed for the
Tactical Fire Control Function.
Tactical Fizre Control Function z 2§3!i:l§Ji i2Z alSsI^Iili
Fire



















































































































































T ar ge t
A -tit u






















































t for fire cdtXc
request for fire cdt c












th of target edddtt
value edddttt
1 shell type cd dd A *t*
uent shell" type edddttttrrrr
1 fuze tyoe edddttttt


































































































































































































nation with ierlect id a



























































































































15 6 P.eoeat fire for effect cdddddtrrrrrRFFEc
167 Desired effects cdddddtt
168 Desired volleys cdddddttt
169 End of mission cdddddttttXc
170 Erase end of mission cdddddtttt c
17 1 Add data cdddddtttt^ADDc
172 Alter data cdddddtttttALTc
173 Delete data cdddddtttttDELc
174 Mission number 33 6 cdddddttttttlc
175 Mission number two- cdddddtt tttt2c
176 Urgent priority cdddddttttttt 1c
177 Priority cdddddttttttt2c
178 Observer's identity number cddddddt
179 Additional text cddddddttt
As in previous fire mission messages the shell and fuze
types have not been included in the vocabulary, but would
need to be developed to create the message totally through-
voice input.
The unit names must also be added to the vocabulary list.
Since the message template allows the input of a serial
string of fire unit names the output for each possible unit
should be in the form "?/?/?/??/? ??r". This would allow
unit dssignators to be serially listed in the unit fifth
line of the message template. To facilitate the serial list
there are two phrases listed in the above vocabulary. These
phrases, "save unit" and "erase unit" ran be used to move
across the fire unit line to any specific unit and easily
erase it from the line.
Tactical Fire Control Function. - CritBiria Modifications







































































































































































































































































































Tact ical F ire Co n trol Function
















































































































































u ni t s
fire unit
fire unit
lion order n umb
am volleys
urit ordering





















































































The remaining vocabulary words will be made up of unit
names and battalion names if desired.
Tactical Fir = Control Function - Attack Method




































35 W ea po
36 Unkno
37 L iq at
33 Mediu









































ed personnel carri :













































































































































































































































































































Fire Control Function - User commands



















































































































































































































































11 Erase target numb
12 Alpha








































53 Erase plan name
54 Erase tyne
55 Initial shell typ
56 Subsequent shelx
57 Initial fuze type





63 Erase degree of p
64 Cursor reset
65 Erase weapon type

















































































































































Rockets or Missiles cddttRKIMSLc
Special missions cddttSPECc
Supply dump cddttSUPPLYc













Troops and vehicles cddttrrrrrrrTRPVEHc
Mechanized troops


















Radar eddttrrrrrrr RAD ARc
Electronic war far Q











Ant it a nk
Illumination one gun cddttrrrrrrrlLLlc
Illumination two guns cddttrrrrrrrIL12c
Ilium i nation with ' deflect id n






Ammuni tion eddttrrrrrrr AM MOc
Petroleum eddttrrrrrrr PTLc
























































































































































































































































































Tactical Fire Control Function - Forward Observer Command
















10 Target number cdtt






























41 Check fire all cdtCHKALLc
42 Check firing cdtCKFIRSc
43 Command to rire cdtFIREc
44 Observer identity number cdttt
45 Cursor reset c
Tactical Fire Control Function - Subs9C[U9nt Commands
























































35 x ray X





41 End of mission cdttXc
42 Erase subtype eddttrrrrrrr
43 Erase end or miss ion cdtt c
44 Observer tc targe t direction ca.ttf
U5 Shift right cdttttRr
46 Shift lert cdttttLr
47 Drop r-r
48 Aid r + r
49 Up rUr
50 Down rDr
51 When ready cddtWRc
52 At my command cddtAHCc
53 Eire for Effect cdd^^rrr^FFSc
54 Repeat firs for 3 ff ect cddtrrrrrEFFEc




57 Initial fuze tyoe eddtttt
58 Subsequent fuze" t ype eddttttrrrrr
59 Erase target tyoe eddtt c
60 Erase target sub-
Erase shell
type eddttrrrrrrr
61 eddttt / c
62 Erase fuze eddtttt ~7~ c
63 Erase target numb er cdt c
64 Cursor reset c
65 Erase control eddt / c
66 Air defense artil lery cddtt"A"D"A"c~
67 Armor cddttARJiORc
68 A rt "" 1 1 °r y cddttARTYc
69 Assembly areas eddtt ASSYc




74 Mortars eddtt MORTc
75 Personnel cddttPERSc
75 Rockets or Missii es cddttRKTMSLc
77 SDecial missions cddttSPECc
73 Supply dumD cddttSUPPLYc
79 Terrain features cddttTERc
30 Vehicle cddttVSHc
81 Weapon s cddttWPNc
32 Unknown








































































































































































































































































15 1 Recoilless rifle cddttrrrrrrrRCLRc
15 2 Zrase da- 9 time group cddddttt / / c
15 3 Erase sphere cddt c
This concludes the section on the Tactical Fire Control
Function. The next section will establish the vocabulary
for rhe message associated with ths Non-nuclear Fire
Planning Function.
N2HI nuclear Fir_e Planning Function - Commander |_s Criteria











10 Plan Name cat
11 Zrase Plan name cdt. c




16 Cursor reset c
Zone of responsibility cdttt
18 Delete request cdttttXc
19 Do not delete raguest cdtttt c
20 Ignore ammunition designator cddtXc"
21 Erase ammunition designator cddt c
22 Effects cutoff factor cdtt"*
23 Maximum battalions cdttt
Non-nuclear Eire Planning Function - Eire Unit Exclusions











10 Plan Name cdt
11 Erase Plan name cdt c
53




16 Cursor reset c
17 Fire units cddt
18 Delete reguest cdtttXc
19 Dc not deiete request cdttt c
20 First shell type cdddtf
21 Second shell tyoe cdddttrrrr




24 1 5 millimeter cdddt105MMc
25 15 5 ndllimet er cdddt155;'i;ic
26 17 5 millimeter cdddt175MMc
27 Fight Inch cdddtSINc
28 Honest John cdddtHJc
29 Lance cdddtLANCSrr
30 Hercules cdddtHFRCc
31 H 9 1 cdddti*^ 1
c
32 3 inch 50 cdddt3IN50c
33 5 inch 38 cdddt5IM38c
34 5 inch 54 cdddt5!M54c
35 6 inch 47 cdddt6IN47c
36 8 inch ^5 cdddt8i:755c
37 Foxtrot 4 Delta cdddtFUDc
38 Foxtrot 4 Fcho cdddtFfiSc
39 Foxtrot 100 cdddtF100c
U0 Foxtrot 1 11 cdddt F1 1 1c
41 Foxtrot 1 5 cdddt F105c
42 Alpha 7 Charlie cdddtA7Cc
43 Alpha 7 Echo cddd- A7Ec
44 Alpha 4 Fcho cdddtA4Ec
45 Alpha 4 Fcxtrcz cdddt A4F
45 Alpha 4 Mike cdddtAUMc
47 Alpha 6 Alpha cdddt A6 Ac
48 Alpha 6 Fcho cdddtA6Ec
49 Alpha 10 cdddtAIOc
50 Foxtrot 4 Charlia cdddtF4Cc
51 Alpha 7 Delta cdddt A7Dc
52 Foxtrot 4 Bravo cdddtF43c
53 Foxtrot 4 Juliet cddd+ F4Jc
Non- nuclea r Fire Planning function - Commander's Atta ck
BetSofT"











10 Plan N am e cdt
11 Erase rlan name cdt c
12 Date Time GrouD cdtt
13 Day r-
14 Hour r








































































Do not delete rs^uest
Standard volley ;actor
























































































































































































































U°.lllll!iclear Fire Planning Function z. V=.=.~. ?nit Selection



















































































CJ J J. A. i.QQT —
string









31 H 9 1
32 3 inch 50
33 5 inch 38
3
'4 5 inch 54
35 6 inch 4 7
36 8 inch 55
37 Foxtrot 4 Delta
38 Foxtrot 4 Echo
39 Foxtrot 100
UO Foxtrot 1 11
41 Foxtrot 1 5
42 Alpha 7 Charlie
43 Alpha 7 Echo
44 Aloha 4 Zcho
45 Alpha 4 Foxtrot
45 Alpha 4 Mike
47 Alpha 6 Alpha
Alpha 6 Echo49
49 Alpha 10
50 Foxtrot 4 Charlie
51 Alpha 7 Delta
52 Foxtrot 4 Eravo
53 Foxtrot 4 Juliet


























The remaining words should be made up of battalion names,
olan names, and fire unit names. The fire unit names should
not end with a cursor reset because a series of fire units
oar. be entered in this message format. The fire unit names
should end with a r i cht cursor.
Non-iEiiqj.ear Fire. Planning Function - Pla nn ing Taraet
Instructions











10 Taraet number cddt




























































































































































































1 p d a t a
n ear. Eire Planning Function - £i£2J±llLS[ Tar get



















10 Target number cddt































41 Plan name cat
42 Erase subtype cdddtrrrrrrr
43 Record taraet cddddtttlc ""
44 Coordinate 'east cdtt
45 Coordinate north cdttrrrrrrr
46 Altitude cdtttlllllllil
47 Grid zone cdttt
U8 Spheroid cdtttt
49 Target radius cdddttt
50 Target length cdddttt
51 Target width cdddtttrrrrr
52 Erase record cddddttt c
53 Erase plan name cat ~c
54 Erase strength cddcTt^itt^ _c
55 Erase report, value cdddttttt ~~"c
56 Attitude cdddtttt ~ "
57 Strenath of targat cdddttttt
58 Report value cdddtttttt
59 Suspected taraet cddddtXc
60 Erase suspected target cddddt c
61 Delete rejuest cddddt€Xc
62 Do not deiete request cddddttt_c
63 Erase deqree of protection cdddtt_ c
64 Cursor reset c
65 Erase target tyD2 cdddt _c
66 Air defense artillery cdddtA"3A"c
67 Armor cdddtARKORc
68 Artillery cdddtARTYc


















86 M is SI 1 9
87 ? c s it i en
33 Armored personnel carrier
39 Troops
90 Troops and vehicl es
91 Mechanized trooDS
92 Wood
93 Mas on r y



















113 V er y n ea v y
11 '4 Infantry








123 Iliumiration one gun
124 Illumination two guns
125 Iliumiration with " deflect;.on
126 Illumination with range
127 Illumination four guns
123 N onper sistent gas
129 Persistent qas











































































































































































































































































Non-nuclear Eire Planning Function Pi inning Target
Update "
































31 T an go
32 Uniror m
32 Victor






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Non-nuclear Fire Flannina Function - 3sserve Fire Unit































RGs^rv a ti me start
Reserve ti me end
Delete request
















Non^nuclsar Fire Planning Function - Compute a Firs Plan
Word number Phrase Spoken
~
—










































Non-nuclear Fire Planning Function - ?ire Plan alteration
















































































































D elet e reguest






























































Non-nuclear Fire Planning Function - 2§®£ Commands






















































































































































































































































































Erase chase of targets
Zcne or responsibility






Erase schedule of fires
GrouD cf fires
Erase group of fires
Series of fires




Erase" fire plan, summary




Build a MOD fila





































This concludes the vocabulary lists for the Non-nuclear
Eire planning Function. Ths next section will cover the
vocabulary necessary to i se voice data entry in
correspondence to the Artillery Intelligence Function
Artillerv Intelligence Function - Fir = Mission Criteria











10 Date time group


















































Artixlerv l r. t ej.liaer.ee Function 2 2^s.lll Biiildup Cr ite ria











10 Date time group cdt




15 Delete reauest cdttXc
16 Do not delete reguest cdtt c
17 Abort request cdtttXc
18 Erase abort reauest cdttt c
19 Test criteria number cdttt^
20 Erase test criteria numb?r cdtttt z
21 Search cdtttttlc
22 Erase search cdttttt_c






































































17 Max time difference X cdttt
18 January cdtttt31c
19 February cdtttt28c
20 February leap year cdtttt29c










31 Max time diff eren ce I cdttttt
32 Erase Ecnth cdtttt c
33 Report value cddt
34 Erase report value cddt c
35 report value criteria cddt^-
36 Erase report vaiae criteria cddtt c




41 Combination difference u _
42 Relative proximity factor cddtt-/,.
The months of the year have been included in this
vocabulary list so the operator will not have to determine
the number of days in the previous month. The operator just
has to say the name of the month and the proper days are
output in the message template.
Artiiierv In^eiliaence Function - Data Print Criteria








7 S <=v<=r> 7
8 Eight 8
9 Nine 9
10 Date t ime group cdt
11 E rase dat e time i roup cdt / / c
12 Day ~
13 Hour r
1U Minut e r
15 Delete r e guest
lete r :
cdttXc
16 Do not de 5J uest cdtt c
17 Recommend combiiia tion cdttTXc
19 Erase recommend 3 ombinaticp. cdttt c
19 Reccm mend inspect ion cdttttXc
3
'4
29 Erase recommend inspection cdtttt c
21 In fan cdttttfXc
22 Erase in fan cdttttt c
23 Compatible cdttttttXc
24 Erase compatible cdtttttt c
25 Incompatiole cdtttttttXc
26 Erase incompatible cdttttttt c
Arti ^.lery Target Intelligence - Data 3ase Modification












11 F without laser cdtPOWLc
12 Observer not artillery cdtOBSP.c
13 Long range recce patrol cdtLRRPc
14 Target base cdtTGTBc
15 Air observer citAOBSRc
16 Sound ranging cdtSORNGc
17 Flash ranging cdtFLRNGc
13 Counter motaf raiar cdtCMERc
19 Counter batterv radar cdtCBRRc
20 Photo interpretation cdtPIc
21 Prisoner of war cdtPCWc
22 Ground surveillance radar cdtGSRAc
23 Side Icokina airborne radar cdtSLARc
24 Airborne infrared cdtlRc
25 Tactical air cdtTACAIRc
26 Communication intelligence cdtCOMINTc
27 Electronic intelliaence cdtELINTc
28 Erase agency cdt c
29 Meter accuracv cddt
30 ail accuracy cddtt
31 Range to target. cddttt
32 Range error cddtftrrrrr
33 Location error cddtttt
34 Left 1
35 Right r
36 Air defense artillery cd^tADAc
37 Armor cdttAHMORc
38 Artillery cdttARTYc







46 Rockets or Missiles cdttRKTMSLc
47 Soeciai missions cdttSPECc
48 Supply dump cdttSU??L7c







Erase target typ = catt
Artillery Target la&elljaeiic e z C Qq^;dl,na te Report





































































F O without laser cdttttFOW'Lc
observer net artiller v cdttttOBSHc





Counter mo tar raiar cdttttCMERc
Counter battery radar cdttttCBERc
Photo interpretation cdttttPIc
Prisoner of war cdttttPOWc
Ground surveillance r adar cdttttGSRAc
Side looking airborne radar cdttttSLARc
Airborr.e infrared cdttttlEc
Tactical air cdttttTACAIRc
Communication intelii aencs cdttttCQHINTc
Electronic intelligence cdttttELINTc
Erase aaency cdtttt c
Target update cdtXc
Erase target update cdt c
Delete request








Delete target number cdttt c
Do not adiust coordinates cdttttt7c
Erase adjust coordina tes cdttttr. c
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Artillery. Target Intelligence - ^zimuth Distance Report



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































cdddtrrrrrrr A TA NKc






















































































































































M in ut e s
Seconds




















































































































Artill ery Target Intel iigeno g - Shell Regent












11 F O »i
12 Observ
































































































































































65 X ray X
66 Yankee Y
67 Zulu Z
68 Erase weapon type cdddt_ c
69 Erase weapon subtype cdddtrrffffr_
70 Azimuth cdddtt
71 Coordinate east cddt
72 Coordinate north cddtrrrrrrr
73 Altitude cddttliiilllii
7U Grid zone cddtt
75 SDheroid cddttt
76 Caliber cdddttt
77 Rounds imoacted cdddtttt
78 Report value cddddt
79 Excellent reliability cddddttEc
80 Good reliability cddddttGc







88 Very heavy VHc
89 Excellent reliability cddddttEc
90 Good reliability cddddttGc




95 Plain text edddddtt
96 Plain text message edddddttt
Artillery. Target Intel ligent e 2 Surveillance Re£ort












11 Erase target numbe






















































43 X ray X
44 Yankee Y
45 Zulu Z
Artillery Target Lntelliqenc j - 0.212.1.1 i nfora^tign BeDcrt



























12 Date time group
13 Cursor reset




Artillery Tar get Intelligence - Mission Fired




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































13 5 Illumination four auns cddttrrrrrrrlLLUc
136 Non per si st ant gas ' cddttrrrrrrrGASNOS




la 1 Bridge equipment cddttrrrrrrr BRGEQc
14 2 Class one cddttrrrrrrrCLIc
14 3 Class two cddttrrrrrrrCLIIc
14 4 Road cddttrrrrrrrROADc
14 5 Junction cddttrrrrrrr JCTc
146 Hill cddttrrrrrrrHlLLc
147 Defile cddttrrrrrrrDSFILEi
148 Landing strip cddttrrrrrrrLDGSTl
149 Railroad cddttrrrrrrrRRc
150 Light wheeled cddttrrrrrrr LTWHLc
15 1 Heavy wheeled cddttrrrrrrr HVWHLc
15 2 Reconnaissance cddttrrrrrrrRECONc
153 Boats cddttrrrrrrrBTc
154 Aircraft cddttrrrrrrr ACFTc
155 Helicopter cidttrrrrrrr HSLc
15 6 Liaht machine aun cddttrrrrrrrLTMGc
157 Antitank gun cddttrrrrrrr ATGc
15 3 Heavy machine gun cddttrrrrrrrHVMGc
159 Recoiiless rifle cddttrrrrrrrRCLRc
15 Half prone half standing cddtttPRANDc
16 1 Prone" cddtttPRONEc
16 2 Prone ^ug in cddtttPRUGc
15 3 Prone overhead ;over cddtt-.PROVERc
16 4 Dug in cddtttDUGINc
16 5 Under overhead cover cddtttCOVERc
156 Fair reliability cdddttFc
167 Erase reliability cdddtt z
168 Report value cdddt
169 Erase degree of protection cddttt c
17 Strength of target cddttt^tS"
17 1 Attitude cddttttt
17 2 Target radius cddtttt
17 3 Target length cddtttt
174 Target width cddttttrrrrr
Artillery Target Intelli gent e - Target Peppert






























F wi thcut laser cdtttttFOWLc
Observ er not arti T_t_ ery
Long r ange recce pa trol cdtttttLRRPc
Target base cdtttttTSTBc
Air ob se r ve r cdtttttAOBSRc
Sound ranging cdtttttSORNGc
Flash ranqing cdtttttFLRNGc
Counter mot ar rad ar cdtttttCMBRc
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19 Counter battery radar
20 Photo interpretation
21 Prisoner of war
22 Ground surveili= nee radar







33 Erase target upaate
31 Delete request







33 Delete target number
39 Do not adjust coordinates
40 Erase adjust coordinates

























66 Y a n ke e
67 Zulu
63 Erase combine description
69 Surveyed location
70 Erase surveved location
71 Target coordinate east
72 Target coordinate north-
73 Target altitude
74 Grid zcne






















































































































































































































































































































edddttt t tt rrrrrrr REG Tc
edddtttt ttrrrrrrrDIVc
cdddttttttrrrrrrrFWDc





edddttt t ttrrrrrrr LSc
edddttt t ttrrrrrrr VHc
edddtttttt rrrrrrr IN 7c
edddtttt ttrrrrrrrOPc
cdddttttttrrrrrrrPTLc
edddtttttt rrrrrrr W KPT 1
edddtttttt rrrrrrr A? ERS
edddttt ttt rrrrrrr LTMS1
edddtttt tt rrrrrrr MOMS 3



























































































































































































































































































































Artillerj itslliqence - Trial Solution








































































































































Artillery, Target Intelligence - Comgiis Targets
102











































































































































































































































































































Artillery Targ et Intelligence - QU^ry.






































Destination addre ss ee cdt
Erase destination addresser cdt / / / /
Abort reauest cdt^Xc "
Erase abort reque St cdtt c
Count of targets cdtt^lc
One line summary cdttt2c
Full report cdttt3c
Erase level of re port cdttt c
Coordinate reoort cddttXc
Erase coordinate report cddtt c
Shell report cddtttXc
Erase shell repor t cddttt c
Solution report cddttttXc
Erase solution re port cddtttt c
Locat ion cdddt
Circular search a rea cdddtt
















































































Cur so r res at
Delete tarqet number
Upper size "factor
















































































































































































































































































































































































































R ec en n ai s 3a nee
3oats




Heavy mac nine ami
Recoil less rifle






".1 inut e s
Erase degree of protectio:
Excellent reliability
G no d r el ia bili rvo b ty
Fair reliability





















Artillery Taraet Int elliqeno e - Search









































































































































































































































































































































































































































Troops and venial es
Hschan ized trooDs
Wood
















Electronic war far 6











Ant it a nk
Illumination one gun
Illumination -wo guns
Illumination with deflect ID P.
























































































































































































Target I ntelliqe nee - 5r an ding. Request For







































































































































































































Lower degree of oro-.scticn










M in ut e
Delete reauest




Upper strength ii jit
Tarqet size limits
Grid zone
S cher o id
Mission fired
Erase mission fired



























































































edddddt rrrrrrr WOO Dc













































































































































































































































































Artillery Taraet Intelligent e ; P.E£.Ea,r§ a File Plan



























































































































































































































/-9 A A ^ /-* V ^
cddddttttttttXc
eddddtttttttt c


































































































































1 11 urn i rat ion one gun
Illumination two guns
Illumination with deflect:.on
Illumination wit a range
Illumination rcur guns
N on per si stent gas
Persistent gas










































































































Ant it a nk gun
Heavy machine aua
Recoil less rifls



























C u 0.0. -ttjC
cdddtttFc
edddttt o
Artillery Target Intelligent e - User commands











































































This concludes the vocabulary lists for the Artillery
Target Intelligence Function. The last function is the
survey function. The message template which are included in
this function were listed above under the vocabulary list
for the Survey directory. The Survey function has message
templates which are the least suited for discrete voice data
entry. The entries consist of long series of numbers. Long
115
strings cf numbers for input are much better suited for a
continuous speech recognizer because the distinct pause
between phrases can be eliminated.
For this reason, it was determined that there was little
use in creating the vocabulary for the entire Survey
function. When cortincus voice recogaition equipment is
nore readily available and thoroughly tested a vocabulary
could be developed to make the most of the recognizer's
characteristics.
There is one last series of vocabulary words which might
be useful if a recognizer is assumed tc have the
characteristic of an unlimited output. There could exist 96
more vocabulary words, one for each message template. The
output string associated with these words could in fact be
the message template itself. This would be useful if the
operator accidently did erase or change the template keyword
structure. This would eliminate the need for the operator
to manually correct the keyword structure. This task would
naturally take an extremely long output character string,
but could be very useful.
For example, a very short template is the Split Target
message template within the Artillery Target Intelligence
Function. A sample of this message template is also in
Appendix A. The output character string associated with
this template would be:
" rrrrrr ;P;r ; S3: r/r/r /rr/rrr; C: rrr;SG:rr,rr; DT: rr ,rr/rr/rr
;
ID :rrrr ; A :r ;cdATI ; SPLIT; TGT:rrr rrr; S:
"
The right cursor was used to pass over the entry fields in
order that any existing data was net erased. It was felt




Numerous tests were conducted dh sample TACFIR2
vocabularies before the final vocabulary organization was
developed. These tests were conducted to help iatermine
which recognizer to us< and under what conditions, sucn as
with gas masks, the recognizer could operate efficiently.
These tests are covered in other research reports. After
the vocabulary was developed a very snail scale test was
conducted to insure that the suggested phrases had a
reasonable accuracy rate associated with them. This test is
not to be considered statistically significant but it was
conducted as a preliminary quality assurance indicator.
One very experienced voice recognition user tested one
message vocabulary from every TACFIR2 Function for which
vocabularies were developed. Each of the vocabularies was
trained with the necessary ten training passes on the
Threshold 600 voice recognizer. After this was done, a test
phase was started. In the test phase the vocabulary was
checked for orcDer training t>y reading through the entire
list of words twice. If a misrecognition occured the word
was spoken again. I f it missed again, it was retrained. As
soon as all of the words passed the two out of three test
runs, the experimental phase started.
During the experimental phase, the t ester went through
our times recording ail c f the errors All
four trials were don? at the same time. The
lists the rudimentary results of this small accuracy test.
The first four values represent the number cf errors per
trial and the last value is the accuracy rate achieved.
117
2 3 4 98. 1%
2 9 4 3 97. 7 3
3 3 3 1 97. 2*
3 2 4 98.8%
1 2 8 97.2%
3 8 3 4 97.9 U3
S - User Commands Area
AFU - Nor nuclear Mission
a - User Commands
TFC - Capability Analysis
NFP - Commander Attack
ATI - Coordinate Report
The accuracy rates are fairly good. There could be some
further utterance refinement, but generally the phrases
selected are consistent with the field description in the




This completes the ?r = s entation of the TACFISE
vocabulary. It turned out to be much larger than the
researchers were led tc beliave at tha beginning of the
research effort. It appears as if one or two cf the message
templates come fairly close tc meeting the limits of the
Threshold 600 recognizer/ but a 303 word recognition
capability would be more than sufficient.
The vocabulary developed has many nice features as was
pointed out in the above discussion. These features if
incorporated into a voice systam for lAZFTRE would make the
operator's job easier. A system which can fulfill TACFIRE's
unique vocabulary requirements can be created with the voice
data entry technoloqy which has been demonstrated. At
present there does not exist an off tie shelf recognizer
which will fulfill all of the requirements, but it is cf the
opinion cf the researchers one could be developed. This
would require a restructuring of the lA-FIRS vocabulary and
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